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Abstract

As scientists continually seek to push the limits of x-ray analysis techniques, such
as x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES), better and brighter x-ray sources are required
to keep up with experimenters, as well as improved data collection processes. This
paper covers a number of changes and improvements that have been made over the
summer for CHESS in regards to improving the efficiency at many stages of the XES
process. This has included simulating new monochromator optics, and developing a
new calibration procedure around Laue diffraction, as well as revamping analysis tools
and working towards adding a secondary X-ray source at the CHESS C1 beamline.
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I Introduction

One of the many important X-ray analysis techniques utilized at CHESS, is X-ray emission
spectroscopy, used currently at the C1 hutch. X-ray emission spectroscopy is a technique
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whereby high energy X-ray photons are used to bombard a sample and cause X-ray flores-
cence. This occurs when the incident X-rays (generated by the synchrotron) strike the atom
and knock an inner shell electron out. As the electron is knocked free from the atom, a higher
energy electron in one of the outer shells can drop into the inner shell and in the process
generate photons. There are a number of different transitions possible in the samples, but
in particular, the users at CHESS tend to be interested in studying the highest energy tran-
sitions. These are the K-α and K-β transitions, which occur when an electron drops from
the n = 2 electron shell to the n = 1 electron shell or when an electron drops from n = 3 or
n = 4 to n = 1 electron shell, respectively. These florescence lines are very sensitive to local
properties such as spin state, and are element sensitive, making them useful for analyzing
many types of samples.

In order to continue to make this process more useful, we want to continue to address
some of the challenges of using XES. One such challenge is the length of time required to see
spectral lines, such as the K-β satellite lines in iron. Because the chance of seeing photons
from a K-β process is proportional to the number of photons incident on the sample, it is
important to work towards increasing flux from the X-ray beam source. While there are
a number of different ways to do this, one of the changes currently being made in C1 is
to introduce multilayer optics in the monochromator instead of pure silicon optics. The
monochromator works by utilizing the Bragg condition, λ = 2d sin(θ) to filter a narrow
band of X-rays into the hutch. By going to multilayer optics the flux, and consequently the
bandwidth of the x-rays entering the hutch can be increased by a couple orders of magnitude,
significantly reducing the time to view spectral features. Multilayers are modeled differently
than perfect crystal optics, so we had to implement new simulation routines to include it in
the beam line simulation. As well, we also had to find a new way to resolve the analyzer
and detector positions as a function of energy, since we need roughly 1 eV resolution and
the bandwidth of the monochromator (∆E

E
≈ 1%) is much wider than the current analyzer

bandwidth (∆E
E
≈ 0.01%). Thus a new calibration procedure, described later in this paper,

was drawn up.

II Simulation of the X-Ray Beamline

In order to be able to use the multilayers in the beam line efficiently, we must also be
able to simulate them, along with the rest of the beam line. Since understanding how the
physical (angle, position, etc.) and material (layer types, layer depth, etc.) properties affect
performance is crucial to implementing the MLM correctly, our model has simulate the
reflectivity with these considerations. In order to do this, we can treat the multilayer mirror
as a set of classical optic ”cells”, each cell consisting of a bilayer of two homogenous layers,
shown below. Among other things, our model must be ”dynamic,” in that it must treat
multiple reflections inside the multilayer. In order to achieve this, we decided to evaluate
and later utilize Parratt’s exact recursive method for modeling multilayer optics, as well a
one step solution provided by Kohn.
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Figure 1: An illustration of multilayer structure and reflections of X-rays inside.

Calculating Electric Susceptibility

Before we delve into the details of the different methods of determining reflectivity we
must discuss how we are generating the electric susceptibility as a function of energy. While
χ is small (and negative) at x-ray energies, it is still energy dependent, and thus must be
taken into account. Several different formulas for χ are defined in different references. For
example, in [1], index of refraction, n, which is related to χ by

√
χ+ 1 = n in a non-magnetic

material, is defined as:

n ≡ 1− δ + iβ = 1− 2πρaf
0(0)r0

k2
+ i

µ

2k

χ = (1− 2πρaf
0(0)r0

k2
+ i

µ

2k
)2 − 1

where r0 is the classical electron radius, ρa is the atomic number density, f 0(0) is the
atomic scattering factor, k is the magnitude of the wave vector, and µ is the the attenuation
coefficient. Kohn[2] defines χ as:

χ = χ′ + iχ′′ =
λ

2π

∑
a

Na(−2λr0(Za + ∆f ′a) + iσa)

where λ is wavelength, we are summing over all atoms a in the unit volume, Na is the
number of atoms in the unit volume, Za is the number of electrons per molecule, ∆f ′a is the
resonant dispersion error, and σa is the absorption cross section. For the purposes of the
simulations the we determined χ using:
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χ = −r0Fmλ
2

πVm
= −r0ρNafm

πA

Where Fm is the forward structure factor of the layer, Vm is the volume of the unit cell in
the material, ρ is the molecular density, A is the molecular weight (g/mol), Na is Avagadro’s
number, fm is the molecular scattering factor, m refers to the molecule, and r0 is the classical
electron radius. In order to determine fm for each molecule, we take the sum of the scattering
factors for each atom, e.g. for B4C, fB4C = 4fB + fC . From there, the atomic scattering
factors can be found from tables available from CXRO [5], where fatom = fre − ifim, where
fre is the real part listed in the table, and fim is the imaginary part listed in each table.

Parratt’s Recursive Formula for Multilayer Reflectivity

The defacto standard for calculating reflectivity from multilayer mirror comes from Par-
ratt’s recursive formula, described in detail in [3]. This method is recursive, and therefore
starts at the bottom of the multilayer and calculates the reflectivity at each interface in
order to determine the total reflectivity between the surrounding media and the multilayer
mirror. When solving for the reflectivity, we must first know the material properties of the
multilayer, and the wavevector of the incoming x-ray. We know the the wave vector for the
X-ray is given by:

~K = kxx̂+ kyŷ + kz ẑ

If we assumed that the multilayer and incident beam are oriented such that the beam is
completely contained in the x-z plane, with z normal to the face of the multilayer, and that
the X-ray strikes at an angle θi to the surface of the multilayer, the wave vector components
of the incident X-ray can be written as:

kx =
2π

λ
cos θi kz =

2π

λ
sin θi

From Maxwell’s equations, we know across a homogenous interface that the parallel
component of the wave vector, kx must be continuous. Therefore in all layers, including the
medium external to the multilayer and the multilayer substrate, kx is the same. Since we also
know the electric susceptibility, χm, where m now refers to the layer number, which we are
able to calculate, as described above, is related to the index of refraction in a non-magnetic
material by n =

√
χm + 1, we can thus calculate the z-component of ~K for any layer by

(nm
2π
λ

)2 = kz,m
2 + kx

2, we can thus solve for kz,m as

kz,m =
2π

λ

√
sin2 θi + χm

We can now solve for the Fresnel relation between the incident electric field and the
reflected electric field, without multiple reflections:

r′m,m−1 =
kz,m − kz,m−1

kz,m + kz,m−1
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In order to account for multiple reflections, we start at the interface between

r′1,S =
kz,1 − kz,S
kz,1 + kz,S

, p2
1 = ei2Dlayerkz,1

r2,1 =
r′2,1 + r′1,Sp

2
1

1 + r′2,1r1,Sp2
1

We then continue to apply the relation:

rm+1,m =
r′m+1,m + r′m,m−1p

2
m

1 + r′m+1,mrm,m−1p2
m

Until we have recursively solved for r at the multilayer/vacuum interface, which gives us the
total reflectivity at the interface. Remember that we are interested in the ratios of intensity,
thus

IR
I0

= RMLM = (rair,N)2

The derivation for this in its full is cover in pages 78-82 of Als-Nielson and McMorrow’s
Elements of Modern X-Ray Physics. This recursive relation was fully implemented into our
simulation program, and used to compare with the results from Kohn’s analytic formula.
Below are some of the results of the simulation:

Figure 2: Reflectivity of a W/B4C multilayer at 7058 eV, with Parratt’s recursive formula
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Figure 3: Reflectivity of a W/B4C multilayer at 2.5◦, with Parratt’s recursive formula

Kohn’s Analytic Formula for Multilayer Reflectivity

While Parratt’s recursive formula is the standard for calculating multilayer reflectivity in
most simulations, it has the disadvantage of being an iterative solution and thus only being
able to be solved numerically by computer simulations. One consequence is that computing
times are much larger for a recursive algorithm of this type than for a single step solution.
For this we will start with the same assumptions about the X-ray and multilayer orientation
as we did for Parratt’s recursive formula, where ẑ is normal to the multilayer interface, and
the X-ray is contained in the x-z plane. In [2], V.G. Kohn solves the recursion relation
directly. Starting with the electric field,

~Em(x, z, t) = eikxx−iωt( ~Etme
ikzmz + ~Erme

−ikzmz)

where we shall again define the wave vectors as:

kx =
2π

λ
cos θi kzm =

2π

λ

√
sin2 θi + χm

Now, with the components of each wave vector defined, we recall the Fresnel equations
give the reflectivity and transmitivity for σ-polarized x-rays as:

rm,m =
kz,m − kz,m−1

kz,m + kz,m−1

C2
n, tm−1,m =

2kz,m
kz,m + kz,m−1

CnCm−1

Where Cm = eikz,mDm/2, where Dm is the layer depth. Likewise for π-polarized light, the
Fresnel equations are:
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rm,m =
εm−1kz,m − εmkz,m−1

εm− 1kz,m + εmkz,m−1

C2
n tm−1,m =

2εm− 1kz,m
εm− 1kz,m + εmkz,m−1

CnCm−1

Where εm is the electric permittivity of a layer defined by εm = χm + 1. From here, the
reflection amplitude for an individual layer is given by:

Rm =
Erm
Etm

= rm,m +
tm,m−1Tm−1,mRm−1

1− rm−1,m−1Rm−1

Cells:

Rn = r +
tt̄Rn

1− r̄Rn

In Kohn’s paper there is some ambiguity as to which reflections r, r̄, t, and t̄ refer to.
After considering that these are the coeffecients for each ”cell”, which starts and ends in the
middle of the top layer, we derived that for each bilayer, these are determined by:

r = r̄ = rtop,top +
rbot,bottbot,topttop,bot

1− r2
bot,bot

t = t̄ = (
tbot,topttop,bot
1− r2

bot,bot

)

From the recursive formula, Kohn proceeds to solve it using Chebyshev’s polynomials.
The interested reader is refered to [2] for further details, but from here, the analytic solution
for reflectivity is given by:

Rn = r
r −R0f− − (r −R0f+)einψ

f+(r −R0f−)− f−(r −R0f+)einψ

Where f± and eiψ are defined as:

f+ = a+
√
a2 − rr̄ = a− i

√
tt̄
√

1− ν2 f− = a−
√
a2 − rr̄ = a+ i

√
tt̄
√

1− ν2

a =
1

2
(11− tt̄+ rr̄)

e±iψ/2 = ν ∓
√
ν2 − 1 ν =

1 + tt̄− rr̄
2
√
tt̄

Because we assume that there is zero reflectivity at the interface between the bottom
layer, and the analytic function above relates similar bilayers, we must solve for the first cell
using a simpler relation. We know that R0 = 0, and that the reflectivity in the bottom layer
between the substrate and the layer, rbot = 0, therefore, when in the top layer of the bottom
cell, the reflectivity stems only from the primary reflection. Therefore,
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R1 = rtop,top

and the relation between the bottom of the multilayer and the top layer becomes:

Rn = r
r −R1f− − (r −R1f+)ei(n−1)ψ

f+(r −R1f−)− f−(r −R1f+)ei(n−1)ψ

Rn = r
r − rtop,topf− − (r − rtop,topf+)ei(n−1)ψ

f+(r − rtop,topf−)− f−(r − rtop,topf+)ei(n−1)ψ

Finally, in order to correct for the external media(air/vacuum) and obtain the total
reflectivity for an external incident electric field, we apply the recursion for a single layer
again:

Rtot = rAir,Air +
tAir,ToptTop,AirRn

1− rAirtop,topRn

where,

rAir,Air =
kz,Air − kz,Top
kz,Air + kz,Top

rAirtop,top =
kz,Top − kz,Air
kz,Air + kz,Top

eikz,TopDTop

tAir,Top =
2 ∗ kz,Top

kz,Air + kz,Top
eikz,TopDTop/2 rTop,Air =

2 ∗ kz,Air
kz,Air + kz,Top

eikz,TopDTop/2

Figure 4: An illustration of the location of the different Rn reflectivity coeffecients in Kohn’s
formulation

Once all of these were determined, this was implemented in a simulation using Python,
and several simulations of multilayer reflectivity versus energy and angle were made:
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Figure 5: Reflectivity of a W/B4C Multilayer at 7058 eV, with Kohn’s analytic formula

Figure 6: Reflectivity of a W/B4C multilayer at 2.5◦, with Kohn’s analytic formula

As can be seen comparing the results from Parratt’s recursion formula with Kohn’s
analytic formula, the resulting curves are completely equivalent. However, when computing
reflectivity, Kohn’s analytic formula is an order of magnitude faster. This is enough to make
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a large difference especially in multiple element simulations where these parameters will be
calculated repeatedly. These results were then taken from the simulation and compared
to the results generated by CXRO’s multilayer simulation. For the number of cells we are
interested in using for the multilayer mirror, (roughly 100), the simulations match CXRO’s
data within less than 1%. Having accomplished this, our next move was to implement the
simulation in Bmad.

Implementation in Bmad/Tao

Bmad is the subroutine library written by David Sagan, which is used to simulate rela-
tivistic charged particles and photons at the Wilson Synchrotron. Previous REU projects
have centered on implementation of X-ray optics within Bmad, and the full implemenation
of this is covered in the Bmad manual, [6]. New subroutines in the crystal simulations al-
low multilayers to be simulated using Kohn’s analytic formula. The first Bragg peak, as
described in [2] is determined in Bmad by:

sin(θ0) =
λ

2D
D = dtop + dbottom

θi = arcsin(sin(θ0)− (dtop(
√

sin2(θ0) + χtop− sin(θ0)) +dbot(
√

sin2(θ0) + χbot− sin(θ0)))/D)

Where dbot is the depth of the bottom layer in the cell, and dtop is the depth of the top
layer in the cell. Using this, we were able to reproduce the reflectivity seen above in Kohn’s
analytic formula, in Bmad:

Figure 7: Reflectivity of a W/B4C Multilayer at 7058 eV, in Tao. Note: X-axis is sin θ

The multilayer functions much like the other crystal elements described in Bmad, other
than the reflectivity and Bragg angle described above, and can now be implemented in a
lattice when simulating the optics at CHESS. At the time of writing, the only remaining step
to fully simulating the new beamline during calibration is to finish debugging the element
for the Laue crystal used in Bmad.
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III Calibration of Analyzer and Detector Energy

As mentioned before, one of the primary difficulties in switching from silicon optics to
multilayer mirrors in the monochromator is the increased bandwidth needed in order to
produce the increased flux of the beam exiting the monochromator. Since the analyzer
crystal has roughly the same bandwidth as the silicon optics 0.01%, and the monochromator
has a 1% bandwidth, the monochromator angle no longer determines the analyzer position
as a function of energy with sufficient resolution, and thus a new method is required to
overcome this. The proposed solution was to include a silicon crystal with Laue geometry
in the beam line, which will diffract only a small sliver of energy away and transmit the rest
of the beam.

Figure 8: A schematic of the beam line during XES Calibration

In order to resolve the analyzer and detector z-positions within 1 eV as a function of energy,
we can cut out part of the beam intensity using a crystal with Laue diffraction, show in the
beam line above. Laue scattering, a consequence of dynamic diffraction set out by Batterman
and Cole [7], occurs when the surface is close to perpendicular with the diffraction planes
in the crystal. Rather than the diffracted beam reflecting back from the incident surface,
the diffracted beam is transmitted and diffractedat an angle given approximately by Braggs
law, λ = 2d sin(θ). If we use a perfect silicon crystal for Laue scattering we can achieve the
same bandwidth as the analyzer ( 0.01%) and diffract away a small portion of the beam
profile at the monochromator energy peak, shown in an artists rendition below, which is
given by Bragg’s law. Because the notch cut out is so narrow, we can scan the analyzer
and detector motors until the minima is found, and convert the Laue angle to energy to
determine the analyzer/detector energy at that position to within 1 eV. All of this is drawn
up and automated as a SPEC script, described below.
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Figure 9: An artist’s interpretation of the desired effect of using Laue geometry to cut a
”notch” out of the beam profile.

Calibration Procedure and Software Control

The calibration procedure has been completely mechanized and implemented in software
via stepper motors controlled by Certified Scientific Software’s SPEC x-ray analysis program.
The calibration algorithm is coded into a file aptly named calibration.do, which can be run
by starting SPEC in the same directory as the calibration script, and running:

SPEC> qdo "calibration.do"

At the beginning of the calibration file, under Variable Declarations, several of the pa-
rameters which affect the running of the script are stored. Most of these are described in
detail in the comments for the code, but it is important to note that they can be modified
there to change the script to fit the necessary running parameters for whatever set up may
be calibrated. Some of the parameters include:

depth Sets the Laue Crystal d-spacing for distance between diffracting planes.
intervals Sets the number of iterations each scan runs for, which affects resolution

and time taken.
enmid The energy for the monochromator to start at, preferably in the middle

of the energy range. This should be the starting analyzer energy.
enlow The low end of the energy range scanned over.
enhigh The high end of the energy range scaned over.
comhigh The upper energy threshold used when looking at the center of mass

of the signal as a function of monochromator energy. If the monochro-
mator energy exceeds this number, then there is a major misalignment
in analyzer position for ”enmid.”

comlow The lower energy threshold used for center of mass in the signal when
looking at monochromator energy versus analyzer position initially.

12
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The first step in calibrating the setup is to check to make sure that the analyzer and
monochromator are at roughly the same energy range. For this, we assume that the
monochromator is correctly set when the ”Escan” is run in spec. When the scan is run,
if the center of mass falls outside of the user defined range (roughly 70% of energy range
specified by default), the script alerts the user, since this indicates poor alignment between
analyzer and monochromator. The user is then prompted to end the script and fix the
alignment.

If the previous test is passed, the script then moves the Laue crystal into the beam path.
The Laue crystal is centered in the beam and rotated to the zero set at start-up. The script
then moves the Laue crystal to the current set monochromator energy, and begins rotating
the Laue crystal around this angle looking for the minima that occurs when the analyzer
and Laue crystal energies line up. Once this minima is found, the Laue crystal is rotated to
the ”negative” Laue angle, and the process is repeated. Half the difference of the two angles
is used to generate the energy of the analyzer using the Bragg condition,

λ = 2 ∗ dlaue ∗ sin(θlaue)

Half the sum is the correction term, which is the difference between the 0 degree position
in the motor and the angle in which the diffraction planes are parallel to the incident beam.
The Laue crystal is then rotated to the angle where the diffraction planes are parallel and
zeroed.

After this is done, the Laue crystal and monochromator are rotated to high energy limit,
and the detector and analyzer are moved to look for a minima in the detector intensity, again
corresponding with the Laue energy and analyzer energy lining up. Once this is found. The
Laue crystal is rotated again until the minima is found (this should require no rotation, but
this is more used as a measure of confirmation). The Laue crystal is then rotated to the
negative Laue angle, and the minima is found again. The half the difference in the two
Laue angles is taken, and used to calculate the energy for the analyzer and detector position
(which again should be almost exactly the high energy limit). The half the sum is taken
again, to ensure that there is no issue with the angle associated with the Laue geometry.

The above process is repeated for the low energy limit when the Laue crystal and monochro-
mator are rotated to the low energy limit. After the three analyzer and detector positions
are found and their corresponding energies are determined, all the data collected in the
calibration is written out to a user defined file, described below.

Calibration Output File

It is important to note the form of the file output by the script, because it is used by the
PyMca energy fit plugin described later. A Sample output file will look like:
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#CALIB

#Warning: Do Not Modify First LINE!

#Calibration constants file, written out by the spec calibration macro...

#T Run Time: Mon, August 1 2011, 14:31

#N Number of spectrometer scan points: 3

#L Laue Angle Adjustment: 1.2

#E xtalz detz energy

-20 -10 7.020

0 0 7.058

10 5 7.078

#M Monochromator Energies: 7.019 KeV, 7.058 KeV, 7.080 KeV

#A Laue Angles (Degrees): 20, 24, 29

It is important to have the #CALIB string on the first line, since this allows the PyMca
energy-fit module determine whether the file is a real calibration file, or an erroneously
selected file. The next two lines can be removed without issue, but are included in each
calibration file to remind the user. #T gives the time of completion for the calibration,
#N lists the number of different points along the spectrometer axis that the Laue angle
was determined for (this is currently fixed at 3), and #L lists the angle that 0 degrees for
the Laue angle was from the initial zero on the motor. Perhaps the most important part
of the calibration file, #E indicates the beginning of the motor position and the energies
associated with each. The names after #E indicate the motor name, or energy for each
column below. There must be at least one motor listed, and one energy column. Below
are all of the corresponding points. Below that, #M indicates the monochromator energies
that each point were set to, set in the beginning of the script as enlow, enmid, and enhigh.
Finally #A lists all of the corresponding Laue angles for each energy.

It is the important to note, that the bare minimum for a calibration file to be readable
by the PyMca Energy fit plugin is the initial #CALIB line, the #E line and corresponding
columns, and a trailing line starting with # after the motor position-energy columns.

Independent X-Ray Source

Another change that is currently being made to the beamline in order to further enhance
the calibration procedure is to add an X-ray tube as a secondary source, so that future
analyzer optics can be tested with out using precious synchrotron time. As well, it will also
be used in aligning the spectrometer prior to synchrotron coming online. The x-ray tube
will take the place of the sample in the beamline. There are, however, several hurdles to
getting this to work, including mechanically attaching the tube to the beamline, powering
the X-ray tube, and getting the X-ray source licensed and registered.

The first of these issues, which was worked on this summer, was mechanically attaching
the X-ray tube to the beam line. The sample normally sits on a piece of Klinger rail, which

14
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clamps to the table while the experiment is running. We want to utilize the X-ray tube
in place of the sample however. The original X-ray tube holder was not designed to clamp
directly to the rail, so new parts of the X-ray holder were fabricated to correct this, and
allow us to position the center of the X-ray tube where the sample will normally sit. The
schematics for the adapter are shown in the appendix.

IV Data Analysis at the Beamline

Having completed the calibration and resolved analyzer and detector positions as a func-
tion of energy using the script discussed above, the last step remaining is to actually integrate
this into the analysis of the scan at the beam line. As well, being able to perform a number
of other data analysis operations on scans at the beam line while running an experiment
are key to ensuring data collected is of sufficient quality to be used later in a more through
analysis. It is with these factors in mind that we set out to modify the current analysis
program, PyMca, to be able to very simply integrate a position to energy fit on all desired
curves, as well as provide a simple interface for performing a multitude of analysis functions,
such as curve subtraction, curve scaling, averaging, summing, and so on.

PyMca, as of the newest version when this was written, 4.4.1, is an open source program
written by Armando Sole and distributed by ESRF that is used for viewing and manipulating
X-Ray scans. PyMca is built upon Python, QT, and PyQT4, which make it free and fairly
portable. It natively supports SPEC scans, and can access SPEC shared memory, thus
making it an ideal tool for analyzing X-ray data at CHESS. However, much of the desired
functionality was missing or implemented in a difficult to use fashion. We thus worked to add
all of the functionality needed from the utility at this time. One of the major requirements
for the modifications to the program was that all of the new modules be intuitive and user-
friendly. The CHESS users should not need to be computer wizards or trained to operate
cryptic software. Thus all of the major modules listed below are built on GUIs, and set up
in an intuitive fashion.

Energy/Motor Calibration

The first and perhaps most significant change to PyMca is in the new energy-fit function in
the scan window. The energy-fit calibration window is accessed by going to the scan window
and pressing the CE button (second from the right). This will bring up the Motor-Energy
Calibration window, shown below. There are two ways to convert motor scans to energy
scans. The first is to plot the curve on the screen, and then go to the energy-fit window
and select the desired curves from the list at the bottom. Likewise, after the user presses
the Use button, the current calibration parameters, A, B, and C, will be stored in the Scan
window. If the On check box next to them is checked, the energy fit is automatically applied
to relevant curves that are plotted. One significant difference here, is that the a-posteriori
method (selected from the list) can be applied to any curve, regardless of what the motor
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label (’xlabel’) is, where as the a-priori fit, (turning on ”Auto-fit” in the scan window) only
fits to curves that have motors that match the name given in the X-Motor box on the energy-
fit window. This is done to ensure that the wrong curve types are not automatically fitted,
but that the user has a method of overriding this functionality if desired. One extra feature,
implemented under Options, is the ability to force autofit to only fit scans that have the two
motors specified by the user. This allows users to only autofit certain 2D scans if so desired,
such as d2scan xtalz detz, or likewise.

Figure 10: The energy fitting dialog in PyMca

Summing and Averaging

The next major addition to PyMca is the summing and averaging plug-in. The core
functionality is built around the averaging algorithm already built into PyMca, but with a
couple of new features. First, originally, all curves had to be averaged together. Now the
user is free to pick and choose which curves to process. Secondly, the user can now sum
as well as average, and when averaging error bars can be generated by taking the standard
deviation of the mean for each point. The summing and averaging algorithms here work the
same way.

For curves of the same length and same number of points, the summing and averaging
is straight forward and occurs simply by adding each point, and dividing by the number
of curves if applicable. However, curves with different domains or numbers of points can
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also be added and averaged. So long as all of the curves share a part of their x-domains, a
sum or average curve will be generated in this region. After defining the region of interest
in this fashion, the curve with the least number of points in this range is found, and a
linear interpolation is used on the rest of the curves to determine their values at each of
these points. After all of these are found, the new curves are summed, and then divided if
necessary. One thing to note is that the error bars for the standard deviation of the mean are
only implemented for curves of the same x-domain and number of points. Selecting error bars
for curves that don’t have this similarity won’t plot any error bars since this functionality
was not straight forward to implement. A future project might be to find a way to include
this functionality for the latter case of summing shown above.

Figure 11: The summing dialog in PyMca

Scaling

In addition to summing and averaging, the next plug-in was built to allow multiple scaling
factors, as well as the propagation of error bars through the scaling process. If the Scale
to Monitor Curve function is selected from Sum/Average/Differentiate/Scale in the plug-ins
list, a dialog, pictured below will appear, giving the user the ability to select several signal
curves from the list of plotted curves, and a monitor curve from drop down list (also all
plotted curves). In order to scale to a monitor curve to work in this fashion, it is important
that user does not use the ”Mon” selection in the parameter box in the bottom left, but
rather plots all the necessary monitor curves as new curves by selecting them under ”Y”.
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Currently the plug-in only works for curves with the same x-range and number of points,
but might possibly be extended to two curves with the same x-range but a different number
of points via linear interpolation in the future. The two check boxes allow both or either the
signal curves or the monitor curve to be removed after the dialog has finished, leaving just
the resultant scaled curve. Leaving both of these unchecked leaves all three curves present
on the plot.

Figure 12: The scaling dialog

Differentiating

Another graphical plug-in written for PyMca was the differentiation plug-in. This allows
the users to select multiple curves from a list and take either first or second derivatives of
each curve and replot them on the screen. Differentiation is achieved by taking the two
neighboring points for each point and calculating the slope between them, since we are
dealing with data sets rather than functions. For the ends, the slope between the end point
and its next nearest neighbor is used. It is also important to mention that the second
derivative is achieved by applying the first derivative function twice to the curve selected
from the function. This plug-in is a part of the Sum/Average/Scale/Differentiate plug-in
and can be accessed by selecting it from this menu.
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Error Bars

One of the major changes ”under the hood” of PyMca is the addition of error bars to the
PyMca plotting routine. As of version 4.4.1 there were no provisions in PyMca for error bars
of any kind. With much help from Armando Sole, we were able to implement provisions for
plotting error bars in the PyMca plotting engine, located in the ”QtBlissGraph.py” file. The
error bar plotting method is based on the ”ErrorBars.py” demo for PyQwt5. In each curve,
stored in the ”info” dictionary, are two new keys, ’dx’, and ’dy.’ While all of the plug-ins
listed here only plot symmetric y error bars of some sort, the functionality is available to plot
asymmetric x or y error bars. In the ’dx’ or ’dy’ key the user can store a 1-D array equal in
length with the x-axis, with the error bar length at each point for symmetric error bars. A
2-D array, the first dimension equal in length to the x-axis, and the second with a length of
two, can be used for asymmetric error bars. With this a function was added under Built-In
Math, called Error Bars, which adds error bars to the active curve equal to the square root
of the count number.

Miscellaneous

Two other miscellaneous functions have been implemented, the first being the Normalize
Intergrated Area function under the normalize plug-in, which takes all plotted curves and
divides each point by the total integrated area under the curve. The other function is the
”Clear Non-Energy” function included in the Sum/Scale/Average/Differentiate plugin. This
function simply clears all curves that do not have energy as an X-axis from the plot.

V Conclusions

We managed to reasonably accomplish all of the goals we set out at the beginning of
summer. The idealized simulations of the multilayer are implemented in Bmad, as well as
the calibration for beamline, and most if not all of the necessary analysis tools. There still
remains much work to be done however. We have not incorporated multilayer roughness in
our simulations, which might be added later via a Debye-Waller factor. As well, most of the
code here has yet to be tested in real time with the synchrotron running and data being
taken at the beamline, which will be the ultimate test of the success of each of these tasks.
All in all however, we were successful in completing everything set out in our goals.
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A Appendix A: X-Ray Tube Adapter Schematics

This is the X-Ray tube holder adapter, currently used hold join the X-ray source to the
beamline.
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